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3. strong language often means

+100Join Yahoo replies and get 100 points today. Terms◗Privacy◗AdChoices◗RSS◗HelpAbout Answers◗Self-unconstitutional Guidelines◗Leaderboard◗Knowledge Partners◗Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback◗ Strong language often means? Asked by Wiki Users What does strong language often
mean? Asked by Wiki Users what is the most likely reason spanish-speaking students in Costa Rica, Mexico and Argentina learn a different language in school? A. Spanish is a common language b. Spanish many people do not understand c. it is which option best describes the precise language?
connected to the senses exciting and fascinating what does it have to do with setting the correct and special***** What is an example of informal language? Be interested in finding I need help studying my language art E here are the questions. are what I think are answers 1. What is a language in which
certain words show an exact context-based meaning? A.concise wording*** B. vocabulary words Which option best describes precise language? (1 point) A. exciting and fascinating B. correct and special*** C. connected to the senses that D. has to do with setting What is an example of informal
language? (1 point) A. Discovering Which of the following characteristics are Homo sapiens? Select three correct answers. A. the first to bury his dead B. had a larger brain than his predecessors C. used compound language D. was the first to use stone tool E. What is a language in which certain words
show an exact context-based meaning? (1 point) summarized text of the general language of the precise word language vocabulary I have only one question I need help. Why did the Basque language continue as a special language? A. Land is geographically separate from other areas. B. The Basques
refused to learn other languages. C. The most important principle of language adaptation is A.to adjust the level of language to the situation and to the audience. B.adapt to the less formal and colloquial so that all people understand you. C.adjust to spoken and
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